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New Cases
The federal
government filed

145

SEX TRAFFICKING
FORCED LABOR

new human trafficking
cases in 2019, a 14.7%
decline from 2018.
SEX TRAFFICKING
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224

active cases

209

FORCED LABOR
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1,055 individuals
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defendants
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103 buyer defendants
charged with
purchasing (or
attempting
to purchase)
commercial sex

forced labor schemes
sex
trafficking
schemes

575

active sex
trafficking cases

31

active forced
labor cases

In forced labor cases in 2019,
victims were most commonly
compelled to provide domestic
work or forced to work at a
restaurant or on a farm. These
are the same top industries as in years past.

In forced labor cases, traffickers often
employed coercive means that targeted
a victim’s status as a foreign national.
threats of deportation
Withholding immigration documents
language barriers

As in years past, in
sex trafficking cases,
traffickers most
commonly solicited
buyers online.

victims
In 2019, as in past years,
just over half of victims in criminal
human trafficking cases were children

Traffickers target vulnerable individuals.
Traffickers use various
methods to control
their victims. In
nearly a third of all
active sex trafficking
cases, defendants
controlled their
victims without
using violence.
WITHhOLDING PAY
Physical Abuse
threats of physical abuse

Drug dependency or Substance Abuse
Runaway
Irregular Immigration Status

As in
years past,
most victims
in human
trafficking cases
are women
or girls.

Females

males
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Human Trafficking
prosecutions
KEY FINDINGS FROM 2019 CRIMINAL PROSECUTIONS

339

145

new cases

27

convictions

271

new
defendants

months to
resolve
charges, on
average

143

months prison
sentence, on average

New Human Trafficking Cases in 2019
In 2019, 59.6% of the 94 federal districts charged at least one
defendant for human trafficking under the Trafficking Victims Protection Act.

SEX TRAFFICKING CASES ONLY
SEX TRAFFICKING CASES ONLY
FORCED LABOR CASES ONLY
FORCED LABOR CASES ONLY
BOTH
BOTH
NO NEW CASES
NO NEW CASES

US TERRITORIES
US TERRITORIES
GUAM
GUAM
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PUERTO RICO
PUERTO RICO

VIRGIN ISLANDS
AMERICAN
NORTHERN
SAMOA VIRGIN ISLANDS
AMERICAN
MARIANA
NORTHERN
SAMOA
ISLANDS
MARIANA
ISLANDS

sex trafficking
convictions

forced labor
convictions

In 2019, federal
courts convicted
324 defendants
in sex trafficking
cases, a 15%
increase from 2018.
93.5% of convicted defendants were
sentenced to a term of imprisonment,
ranging from 1 month to life in prison.
child only
adult only
adult and child
buyer defendant

In 2019, federal
courts convicted
15 defendants in
forced labor cases,
a 21% decrease
from 2018.
93.3% of convicted defendants
were sentenced to a term of
imprisonment, ranging from
42 months to 336 months.

150 MONTHS
116 MONTHS
172 MONTHS
132 MONTHS

Defendants in cases with both adult
and child victims received the
longest sentence, on average.

31 MONTHS

2017

86 MONTHS

2018

129 MONTHS

2019

Over the past three years, the average
term of imprisonment for a forced
labor defendant has increased more
than three-fold.

restitution

2019

2018

2017

2016

Federal law mandates that
courts order convicted
traffickers to pay victim
restitution. However,
courts orderED
mandatory restitution
ONLY 39.9% of the time.
This percentage, though
low, has slowly increased
over the past several years.

As in years past, federal courts
more commonly ordered victim
restitution in forced labor cases
than sex trafficking cases.
ordered

sex
trafficking

not ordered

forced
labor
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